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This thesis describes structural property and design method of I-shaped beam(I-beam) using Diagonal Lattice 
Panel (DLP) as its web that is made of Japanese cedar. The diagonal lattice panel has excellent shear performance 
that is suitable for I-beam. Flange is LVL made of Japanese larch. The flanges and web are connected using tongue 
and groove joint of two rows with resorcinol adhesive. 
Motivation for this study is to develop higher efficient stuructural material using domestic timber. Japan's 
domestic timber has about 50% market share in post and sill, but has only 9% in beam or joist. MOE of Japanese 
cedar, the representative species of domestic timber, is pretty lower than imported timber. Since using domestic 
timber for beam makes a result of increasing timber volume and costs, it is considered not to be used for beams. 
If the cost problem would be solved, there is possibility to increase demand of domestic timber for beam. The goal 
of development is to save 50% of timber volume compare to glu-lam beam or sawn timber beam. 
This research found out specifications of the I-beam, structural property in short and long term, design methods. 
Some technlogies for implementation were also created that include web to web joints for commercial production, 
beam end connections and reinforcement method for web openings. The experiments include element tests of 
panel shear, bending and shear tests in short term and long term. Major achievements of this study is following.  
 
1. Two Rail Shear Tests were carried out for finding out appropriate material from choices of plywood and 
DLP. The results shows DLP has excellent shear property compare to plywood or OSB in same timber 
volume. Orientation of laminas in 45 degree has high efficiency in shear property. It was found out 
Modulus of shear stiffness for DLP is depend on its modulus of elasticity and it can be estimated. 
2. Beam tests were carried out, that include bending and shear test in some kind of different loading. These 
tests results established design values of strength and stiffness. 
3. Shear strength decreasing was observed in the tests depend on shear zone length, length effect in shear was 
found. In order to study whether the length effect can be explained by the weakest link theory, trying to 
predict another test value from the cumulative distribution function of strength given by Weibull 
distribution from observed shear test data. The deviation between the experimental strength and the 
predicted strength was so large that there might be something affecting length effect beside the weakest 
link theory. Every kind of property in cross section were calculated by the equivalent homogeneous cross 
section method. These values for design and beam design method were proposed. 
4. Duration of loading (DOL) effects and creep property of the I-beam were evaluated with long-term tests. 
DOL factors for 50 years is 0.52, and creep property for 50 years is approximately 1.5. In long-term loading, 
length effect was observed similarly to the short-term loading test. 
5. Web to web joints in longitudinal direction were proposed that can make increasing production efficiency. 
It includes micro finger joint and tongue and groove joints in two rows. End beam joints and reinforcement 
method of web openings were also devised using nail plate connection that can well fit with with Japanese 
conventional post and beam timber structure. Experimatal study found out that those joints has enough 
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1  序論 
 








































 Fig. 1-1 Share of domestic timber by site of use 6) 
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Condition of cost estimation 
 Steel Timber 
Section 





Grade SS 400 SS 400 E105-F300 E95-F270 
Size 
125x60x6x8 12x150 105x239  
150x75x5x7 16x150 105x281  
175x90x5x8 20x150 105x343  
200x100x5.5x8 30x150 105x393  
250x125x6x9 50x150 105x510  
300x150x6.5x9   150x572 
350x175x7x11   150x704 
400x200x8x13   150x861 
Cost ¥90,000/ton ¥62,500/m3 ¥100,000/m3 
Note)  





































































Glulam for residential Wide 105mm
Glulam of Large section Wide 150mm
Fig. 1-2 Cost comparison on different shape in steel and timber 
Fig. 1-3 The configuration of the floor 
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↓Height 308 Height 283↓
Fig. 1-5 Cut Sample of Prototype 
Fig. 1-4 Geometry of I-Beam  
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2  材料選定と接合方法、梁断面 
 































断試験によって行った。面材の樹種、等級、構成等をTable 2-1に、試験体、試験装置をFig. 2-2 
に示す。 
 
Table 2-1 Specifications of specimen for TRS test 
Symbol DLP PW12 
Type Diagonal Lattice Panel Plywood 
Species Japanese cedar Japanese larch and Japanese cedar 
Grade Sawn timber sorted based on JAS of sawn timber structural grade 2 Structural, grade 2 
Adhesive API Phenol resin 
Specification 2 plies, 18 mm thick 5 plies, 12 mm thick 
Notes See Fig. 2-1 1st, 2nd, 5th ply are larch 
 
  
Fig. 2-1 Typical geometry of diagonal lattice panel 


















ろを、302 mm×906 mmとした。DLPの斜め格子の間隔は151 mmなので、幅を間隔の倍数に
合わせる方が、面材のせん断弾性係数を適切に評価できると考えた。PW12は、接着強度を優
先するため合板表層の繊維方向をレール木材と平行にした。面材両面に、載荷用レールとし







 = +2 − +2  (2-1) where : 
γ ∶ Shear deformation angle (rad) 
ε1 , ε3 ∶ Strain (compressive direction) 
ε2 , ε4 ∶ Strain (tensile direction)  = ⋅   (2-2) where : 
τ ∶ Shear stress (MPa) 
P ∶ Loading force (N) 
L ∶ Length of shear area (mm) 
t ∶ Thickness of specimen (mm)  = ⁄  (2-3) where : 
G ∶ Modulus of stiffness in the plane (MPa)  
Fig. 2-2 Geometry and installation view of the specimen 
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2-1-3 試験結果 



















Table 2-2 Results of two rail shear tests and quoted data (OSB) 
Type  PW12 DLP OSB 3) 
 Thickness 12 mm 18 mm 9.5 mm 
 n 6 9 5 Pmax Average 59.7 69.0 72.6# 
(kN) s.d.  (CV) 4.68 (7.8%) 10.5 (15.2%)  
 TL (kN) 48.8 45.4  
τmax Average 5.48 4.22 8.44 
(MPa) s.d.  (CV) 0.43 (7.8%) 0.64 (15.2%) 0.336 (4.0%) 
 TL (kN) 4.48 2.78  GA Average 5.78 18.6 11.5# 
(MN)     G Average 526 1,142 1340 
(MPa) s.d.  (CV) 40 (7.6%) 72.4 (6.3%) 149 (11.1%) 
Legend)  Pmax : Maximum force τmax : Maximum shear stress 
G : In plain shear modulus A : Cross section area  
s.d.: Standard deviation CV : Coefficient of variation 
TL: fifth percentile lower tolerance limit with confidence level of 75% 
# : calcurated value by quoted data 
 
 
Table 2-3 Properties of specimens 





PW12 0.52 8.6% 3.37 
DLP 0.41 11.3% 9.45 
Note) MoE was obtained from bending tests. 
 





































Table 2-4 Failure mode in DLP specimen 
failure mode S failure mode Dw failure mode Da failure mode R 
    
Shaer failure with 
tensile failure of laminas 
Detachment of timber rail 
breaking in wood part 
Detachment of rail 
in adhesion layer 
Rupture of timber Rail 
 
 
Table 2-5 Failure mode in Plywood specimen 
failure mode S failure mode C 
  
Shaer failure of plywood Cracking near timber rail  
 
  








Table 2-2にて、OSBの と について文献値3) から引用し、三者を比較した。まず の
比較では、PW12が最小で、DLP、OSBの順に大きくなる。 では、DLPが最小で、PW12、








（ ）とせん断応力度の関係をFig. 2-4に示す。 
























































Fig. 2-4 Shear stress strain curve 














 = + 2 = 2 , = − 1    | | = | | = 2   ,  = ×  
 = √22 ∙ 1    = ⁄Δγ = ∙√2 ∙  (2-4)  where : 
Δγ ∶ Variation of shear deformation (rad) 
ΔQ ∶ Variation of shear force (N) 
θ1, θ2 ∶ Deformation angle of each lamina (rad) 
ε1, ε2 ∶ Strain of each lamina 
As ∶ Cross sectional area to shear (mm2) 
AL ∶ Cross sectional area of lamina (mm2) 
EL ∶ MoE of lamina (N/mm2) 
L ∶ Length of element (mm) 
t ∶ Thickness of element (mm) 
Gcal : In plain shear modulus (N/mm2) 
 
また、せん断強度（ ）はラミナの引張強度（ ）で決まると仮定すると、式(2-5)の通り導
ける。 を建築基準法告示第1452号に定められる引張強度 15.6 N/mm2とすると、 = 4.02 
(N/mm2)となり、試験結果のTLはこの値の0.69倍とかなり小さかった。 
 
_ = √2 ∙ ∙∙  (2-5) where : 
fs_cal ∶ Calculated shear strength of DLP (N/mm2) 




L = 151 (mm) 
t = 18 (mm) 
AL = 495 (mm2) 
EL = 9400 (N/mm2) 
ft = 15.6 (N/mm2) Calculation result :  
Gcal = 1217 (N/mm2) 
fs_cal = 4.02 (N/mm2) 

















Fig. 2-6 Wired model for calculation 
Table 2-6 Properties and calculation results 










































 Fig. 2-8 Contour of axis stress in plain 
754 1095
766 
unit : N/mm 
1083 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 
Fig. 2-7 Model for FEM analysis 
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Table 2-7 Stress values at cut sections  
unit: MPa Section number 
one place 








1 2.67 -4.27 3.73 -4.45 4.04 -4.15 3.17 -2.62 
3.80 
4.55 2 2.39 -4.35 3.76 -4.35 4.06 -4.18 4.02 -2.35 
3 -3.97 3.84 -4.35 4.12 -4.55 4.05 -4.19 3.53 
Bending 
stress 
1 0.67 1.64 0.57 0.53 0.03 0.46 -1.30 1.25 
0.58 
1.64 2 0.37 0.87 0.65 -0.87 0.14 -0.37 -0.18 -0.85 
3 1.36 0.40 0.22 0.21 0.00 -0.11 -0.22 -0.57 
Note) Ave/Max : upper line : Average of absolute value, 
lower line : Maximum of absolute value 





























Fig. 2-9の変形から求めたせん断弾性係数 は1148 MPaで、式(2-4)で計算した の値 
1175 MPaによく近似した。 
 
Node number 754 - 1083 - 1095 
Δγ (×10-6 rad) 871 Gana (MPa) 1,148 Gcal (MPa) 1,175 
Legend) 
Δγ : Deformation angle 
Gana : In plain shear modulus 
Gcal : In plain shear modulus by equation (2-4) Fig. 2-9 Deformation 
Notes)  
dx, dz means relative deformation from origin. (mm) 
Dots means nodes. Refer to Fig.8 about number. 


























節により、283.5 mmと308 mmの2種類の梁せいを製作した。なお、梁せい283.5 mmは、耐力
壁に使用されるパネルを利用するときに歩留まりが良いように最適化した寸法である。 
 
Table 2-9 Size and specifications 
 Type H283 H308 
Size (mm) 
Height × Width 283 × 105 308 × 105 
Thickness of flange 45 45 
Thickness of web 18 18 
Grade and 
species 
Flange LVL 120E (Japanese larch) 











Fig. 2-10 Geometry of I-beam 

























Table 2-10 Source material 
Item Quality items Quality 
Lamella of DLP Moisture content less than 12% 
 Species Japanese cedar 
 Grade Sawn timber sorted based on JAS of sawn timber structural grade 2 
 Section 9 mm thick× 55 mm width 
 Finish Four-sided planer finish 
Flange Type Laminated veneer lumber (LVL) of JAS products 
 Grade 120E Class 1 (MoE 12 GPa) 
 Species Japanese larch 
 Section 45 mm thick× 105 mm width 
 
  
Fig. 2-11 Joint 
























Table 2-11 Manufacturing conditions for DLP 
Item Quality items Quality or specifications 
Adhesive Type API (Aqueous vinyl polymer solution isocyanate adhesives) 
 Assembly time 12 minutes 
Press Type Cold press 
 Setting time 20 minutes in winter, 15 minutes in summer 
 Load 5 MPa (every net area of the lamellas) 














Assembly of lamellas 
Fig. 2-13 
Adhesive application process 
Fig. 2-14 
Input to press machine 
Fig. 2-15 Processing grooves of flanges Fig. 2-16 Processing tongues of DLP 


















Table 2-12 Assembly conditions for I-beam 
Item Quality items Quality 
Adhesive Type Resorcinol adhesive 
 Assembly time 10 minutes 
Press Type Cold press 
 Setting time 20 minutes in winter, 15 minutes in summer 















Fig. 2-17 Adehesive coating Fig. 2-18 Setting in press machine 
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2-2-4 断面定数 
Ｉ形梁の断面積（ ）、等価断面化法により算出した断面二次モーメント（ ）、断面係数（ ）、
せん断応力度分布係数（ ）の一覧をTable 2-13に示す。等価断面化法で用いた材料のヤング







Table 2-13 Properties of section 
Type H283 H308 A Area(cm2) 126.0 133.4 Ze Modulus of section (cm3) 936 1,046 Ie Second moment of area of section (cm4) 13,275 16,104 κ Shear coefficient 2.90 2.73 
Legend) : 
 
A :  Actual area include spacing Ze , Ie : These values are obtained as equivalent homogeneous section using 





働くせん断応力度は、初等力学では式(2-6)のように与えられる。  = −  (2-6) where :  
S1 : Statical moment of area where is at the study location outside from neutral axis  
b1 : Width of the beam 
I : Second moment of inertia of the beam  
等価断面化法を用いて、等価断面のＩ形梁に働くせん断応力度分布は式(2-7)により求めら
れる。式中第1項は等価断面に働くせん断応力度で、第2項はヤング係数比である。  
τ = − ∙   (2-7) where :  
Se1 : Statical moment of area where is at the study location outside from neutral axis on the equivalent homogeneous section 
be1 : Width of the beam on the equivalent homogeneous section  
Ie : Second moment of inertia of the beam on the equivalent homogeneous section 
Ei : Actual MoE for each part：12 GPa for flange，0.4 GPa for web 
Es : Standard value of MoE for transforming to equivalent homogeneous section：12 GPa  
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一般に梁断面に働く曲げひずみ分布は、式(2-8)により表される。  
ε = ∙  (2-8) where :  
ε : Bending strain 
xn : Distance from neutral axis at the study location   
曲げひずみは中立軸からの距離に比例するので、曲げ応力度は式(2-9)のように各ヤング係
数をひずみに乗ずることによって得られる。  
σ = ∙ ∙  (2-9) where :  






























Bending stress Shear stress 
Fig. 2-19 Distribution of stress in type H283 
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3  短期力学性能 
 




















Table 3-1 Test list 
Symbol n Loading Specimen Span (mm) Span/Depth 
2P-28-40 53 2 points H283 3990 14.0 
1P-28-16 53 1 point H283 1558 5.5 
2P-31-40 10 2 points H308 3990 13.0 
1P-31-16 10 1 point H308 1558 5.1 
1P-28-41 7 1 point H283 4100 14.5 
2P-28-40R 6 2 points H283 3990 14.0 





 2P ; 2 points :  Two-points loading at the point dividing into three 
   equal parts of the span. 













2P - 28 - 40 
Span : 1558 mm → 16,  3990 mm → 40,  4100 mm → 41 
Height of beam : H283 → 28,  H308 → 31 
Loading method : 2P or 1P  
Fig. 3-1 Geometry and installation view of bending test 






















































































s=1.94  CV 5.5%
2P-28-40
Fig. 3-3 Load slip curves on bending tests 
Fig. 3-2 Geometry and installation view of shear test 
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Table 3-2 Results of Bending Tests 
Symbol 
n Mmax  (kN･m) σmax (MPa) EI (kN･m2) 
 av. s.d. CV av. TL av. s.d. CV 
2P-28-40 53 23.5 1.3 5.5% 25.2 22.8 1,549 119 7.7% 
2P-31-40 10 24.7 1.1 4.5% 23.2 21.1 1,950 123 6.3% 
1P-28-41 7 33.3 2.2 6.6% 35.6 30.3 -   
2P-28-40R 6 37.5 4.1 10.8% 40.2 30.1 1,564 25 1.6% 
Legend) Mmax : Maximum bending moment σmax: Maximum bending stress 
EI : Bending stiffness  av.: Average 
s.d. : Standard deviation  CV: Coefficient of variation 
TL :  fifth percentile lower tolerance limit with confidence level of 75% 
Note) The value of TL is obtained as normal distribution. 
The value of EI is calculated from pure bending deflection by two-points 
loading. 
































tensile failure buckling 
shear failure 
around joint 
Fig. 3-6 Failure in shear zone in 2P-28-40 Fig. 3-5 Bending test by two point loading 
shear failure of 
laminas 
shear failure of 
laminas tensile failure 
Fig. 3-7 Typical failure in 2P-28-40 
Fig. 3-4 Comparison of results in bending tests 






















Fig. 3-8 Bending test of 1P-28-41 Fig. 3-9 Typical failure in 1P-28-41 
Fig. 3-10 Bending test of 2P-28-40R Fig. 3-11 Typical failure in 2P-28-40R 
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② せん断 









































Fig. 3-15 Typical shear failure 











































Fig. 3-13 Set up and Loading 
buckling of lamina 
Fig. 3-14 Situation after loading 
shear failure of 
laminas 
tensile failure of 
laminas 
web shift 
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1P-28-16、1P-31-16のせん断剛性（ ⁄ ） は、せん断試験時の荷重変形から、曲げ試験（2P-
28-40、2P-31-40）の各平均EIを使い、同一梁せい毎に曲げ変形成分を差し引いて算出した。
また、2P-28-40、2P-31-40の ⁄ は、個々に測定した により算出される純曲げ成分を、見か
けの変形から差し引いて算出した。 
1P-31-16の平均の最大せん断力 は20.7 kNで、1P-28-16の20.4 kNより大きく出ているが、
下限値TLでは、梁せいの小さい1P-28-16が上回る。これは、1P-31-16のｎ数が10と少ないため
と思われる。 




Table 3-3 Results of shear tests 
Symbol Qmax(kN) τmax (MPa) GA/κ (kN) G 
 av. TL av. s.d. CV TL av. s.d. CV (MPa) 
1P-28-16 20.4 18.0 4.69 0.30 6.5% 4.14 4,006 333 8.3% 922 
1P-31-16 20.7 17.4 4.33 0.33 7.6% 3.64 4,367 200 4.6% 894 
2P-28-40 17.7 15.9 4.07 0.22 5.5% 3.66 5,079 1,319 26% 1,169 
2P-31-40 18.6 16.8 3.84 0.17 4.5% 3.48 3,289 277 8.4% 673 
1P-28-41 16.3 13.8 3.73 0.25 6.6% 3.18 4,305 1,373 32% 990 
Legend)  Qmax:  Maximum shear force τmax : Maximum shear strength 
 GA/κ: Shear stiffness av.: Average 
 TL: fifth percentile lower tolerance limit with confidence level of 75% 
Note) Value of TL is obtained as normal distribution 






















































Fig. 3-16 Comparison of results in shear tests 









Table 3-4 Results of goodness-of-fit test by maximum likelihood method 
 χ2 TEST K-S TEST 
critical value χ2(ν,α)=14.07 D(n,α)=0.187 
Symbol NM LG 2PW NM LG 2PW 
1P-28-16 13.93 13.76 25.98 0.080 0.094 0.092 
2P-28-40 11.29 10.35 353 0.077 0.084 0.101 
Note) NM : Normal distribution LG : Log-normal distribution, 
 2PW : Two parameter Weibull distribution, 
Parenthetic value : Critical value (α) at 5% significance level,  
ν : degree of freedom, n:number of specimen 
Letter with character border : Best goodnes of fit in a group, 





































































































































影響を受けると考え、各試験体（ ）の長さ（ ）におけるせん断強度（ ）をY軸に、基準と



























Fig. 3-19 Relation between shear strength and length ratio 
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Table 3-5 Length effect 
 shear zone length τmax of specimen 
Symbol (mm) ratio av. (MPa) ratio s.d. (MPa) 
1P-28-16 779 1 4.69 1 0.30 
2P-28-40 1330 1.71 4.07 0.88 0.22 





うに表される2)。  ( ) = 1 − −  (3-1) where :  
F(x) : Cumulative distribution function of strength 
x :  Strength 
m :  Location parameter 
k :  Shape parameter  
これを標準長さ（  ）の時の分布とした場合に、ある長さ（ ）の時の強度は、式(3-2)で与












































Fig. 3-20 Predicting using weakest link theory 













Table 3-6 Material property for design 
Symbol Fb (MPa) Fs (MPa) E (GPa) G (MPa) 
H283 22.0 4.1 
12 900 
H308 21.0 3.6 
Legend) Fb: Bending strength of material 
Fs: Shear strength of material 
E : MoE of flange 










 Bending stress ⋅ 1 ≤ 1 (3-3)    Shear stress ⋅ 1∙ ≤ 1 (3-4)    Length factor (in case of concentrated load) = .      ( = 770) (3-5)  where :  
fb , fs Allowable stress for bending/shear 
Kl Length effect factor in case of concentrated load 
L Shear zone length by concentrated load 
L0 Standard length for length effect as 770 mm 
 
  





モーメントで、  はウェブの空隙を含む実断面積、  はせん断応力度係数で、それぞれTable 
2 10 の通りとする。なお、ここでは断面欠損は想定しない。 
 center loading = 48 + 4  where W=P (3-6)     uniformly loading = 5384 + 8  where W=wl (3-7)     third point loading = 23648 + 3  where W=2P (3-8)  where ;  
W : Total loading force 
P :  Loading force at one point 
w : Uniformly distributed load per length 
l :  Length of span 
Es :  Standard value of MoE for transforming to equivalent homogeneous section 
Ie :  Effective second moment of area of section : refer to Table 2-8. 





Table 3-7 Comparison of deflection between test and calculation 
 Test  Calculation rario 
Total Component  Total Component 
  
Symbol (kN/mm) Bending Shear  (kN/mm) Bending Shear 
2P-28-40 1.17 85% 15%  1.14 81% 19% 0.978 
2P-31-40 1.28 74% 26%  1.36 79% 21% 1.062 
1P-28-16 6.74 34% 66%  6.71 33% 67% 0.995 
1P-31-16 7.71 31% 69%  7.73 32% 68% 1.003 
1P-28-41 0.82 80% 20%  0.86 77% 23% 1.045 
Notes) : Total mesns maximum deflection that includes bending and shear deflection, where 
is located at the center of the span. 
 
  












ニ） 上記の寸法効果係数は、長さ比に対して -0.252乗の関係があった。許容応力度（ ）に
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Table 4-1 Size and specifications 
 Type H283 
Size 
(mm) 
Height × Width 283 × 105 
Thickness of flange 45 




Flange LVL (JAS of 120E, Japanese larch, Young modulus ; 12GPa) 

















Fig. 4-1 Geometry of I-beam 








Table 4-2 Specimen 
Symbol Purpose Loading Span (mm) Span/Depth 
2P-28-40 Bending 2 points 3990 14.0 
1P-28-15 Shear 1 point 1500 5.3 






 2P ; 2 points :  Two-points loading at the point dividing into three 
   equal parts of the span. 




























2P - 28 - 40 
Span : 1500 mm → 15,  3990 mm → 40 
Height of beam : H283 → 28 
Loading method: 2P or 1P  
Fig. 4-2 Geometry and installation view of long-term bending test 
Fig. 4-3 Geometry and installation view of long-term shear test 










































   (a) Bending (b) Shear 
Fig. 4-4 Setup for long-term loading test for DOL and creep 






Table 4-3 Result of short-term test 
Bending property 
 Mmax (kN･m) σmax (MPa) EI (kN･m2) 
Symbol n av. s.d. CV av. TL av. s.d. CV 
2P-28-40 53 23.5 1.3 5.5% 25.2 22.8 1,549 119 7.7% 
Shear property 
 Qmax (kN) τmax (MPa) GA/κ (kN) 
Symbol n av. s.d. CV av. TL av. s.d. CV 
1P-28-16 53 20.4 1.32 6.5% 4.69 4.14 4,006 333 8.3% 
 Legend) Mmax: Maximum bending moment σmax: Maximum bending stress 
 EI : Bending stiffness Qmax:  Maximum shear force 
τmax : Maximum shear strength GA/κ: Shear stiffness 
s.d.: Standard deviation CV : Coecifent of variation 
TL: fifth percentile lower tolerance limit with confidence level of 75% 
Note) The value of EI is calculated by pure bending deflection of two-points loading specimen. 























































































Fig. 4-5 Climograph 










Table 4-4 Result of DOL test for bending 
Level  0.69     0.62     0.59     Note 
No. 
 Time ratio temp humid  Time ratio temp humid  Time ratio temp humid  Level : Stress level 
Time : Time to failure 
ratio : Ratio of final deformation to initial deformation 
temp : Average every hour temperature during loading 
humid : Average every hour relative humidity during 
loading 
Underscore means not to break down during loading. 
Bold letters means maximum value in its group. 
Italic letters means minimum value in its group. 
These are also common in Table 3-3. 
 day  °C %RH  day  °C %RH  day  °C %RH  
1  14.2 1.60 22.6 83.3  24.9 1.69 24.8 80.4  22.0 2.13 23.3 74.0  
2  7.6 1.37 22.9 79.8  90.5 1.84 26.3 75.0  10.8 1.40 23.5 78.5  
3  0.1 1.13 21.6 90.7  64.5 1.71 26.9 72.8  198 1.31 11.8 59.0  
4  0.4 1.22 27.3 84.4  113 1.36 10.8 59.7  209 1.40 12.2 59.0  
5  3.7 1.37 27.8 79.4  209 1.38 12.2 59.0  74.0 1.63 23.4 70.8  
6  2.4 1.29 29.1 73.2  130 1.75 16.8 62.2  179 1.66 18.3 64.4  
7  5.2 1.34 29.5 71.6  86.2 1.54 25.1 72.0  221 1.76 20.7 67.5  
8  2.5 1.34 31.7 64.3  13.3 1.47 27.9 72.5  91.6 1.57 23.0 70.1  
9  7.4 1.31 30.8 63.8  241 1.35 10.5 63.5  83.2 1.57 25.5 72.9  
10  2.1 1.19 29.2 70.9  106 1.48 12.6 64.3  191 1.44 14.1 66.7  
11  9.9 1.34 28.2 76.1  - - - -  241 1.38 10.5 63.5  
12  - - - -  - - - -  241 1.43 10.5 63.5  
13  - - - -  - - - -  215 1.33 9.8 63.8  
Ave.  5.0 1.32    108 1.56    152 1.54    
 
Table 4-5  Result of DOL test for shear 
Level  0.77     0.70     0.63     0.61     0.59    
No.  
Time ratio temp humid  Time ratio temp humid  Time ratio temp humid  Time ratio temp humid  Time ratio temp humid 
day  °C %RH  day  °C %RH  day  °C %RH  day  °C %RH  day  °C %RH 
1  0.0 1.18 24.8 73.0  2.2 2.13 21.6 87.5  30.5 2.95 25.9 77.6  6.0 2.19 28.5 75.8  151 3.00 16.7 62.5 
2  1.6 1.69 23.8 84.2  0.1 1.58 21.6 90.7  8.9 2.15 28.3 75.5  11.4 2.28 28.3 75.3  13.1 1.68 27.9 72.7 
3  1.3 1.86 23.9 82.4  1.3 2.09 27.1 85.5  15.3 2.58 24.1 77.0  0.0 1.58 26.7 73.5  193 1.57 8.2 62.8 
4  1.5 1.38 23.8 83.7  0.1 1.97 27.5 89.3  216 1.72 12.6 59.4  15.2 2.78 24.0 77.8  194 2.02 8.2 62.8 
5  1.8 1.64 21.8 89.4  1.3 1.98 27.0 85.6  147 2.41 10.7 59.3  198 1.79 11.8 59.0  194 1.76 8.2 62.8 
6  0.9 1.82 21.8 89.2  1.2 2.20 27.5 89.3  61.9 1.60 17.1 60.1  196 2.76 11.7 58.9  194 1.61 8.2 62.8 
7  0.2 1.34 21.5 91.2  0.6 1.50 29.7 65.6  9.4 1.81 22.0 62.7  21.9 1.93 9.6 56.0  215 2.18 9.7 63.8 
8  1.2 1.68 21.5 90.2  8.3 2.09 29.7 70.5  83.4 3.02 25.5 72.7  231 2.15 21.6 68.0  202 1.63 9.7 62.6 
9  0.0 1.56 21.6 90.5  0.2 1.55 31.1 57.0  39.4 2.59 25.8 75.4  41.1 2.56 22.1 66.8  81.9 2.91 23.0 71.7 
10  0.0 1.65 21.6 90.5  0.1 1.56 31.1 57.0  63.2 2.89 25.6 74.4  44.6 2.69 22.4 69.0  104 2.89 23.6 73.7 
11  - - - -  - - - -  - - - -  98.0 2.54 26.1 75.3  167 3.26 23.0 74.3 
12  - - - -  - - - -  - - - -  7.3 1.57 28.0 64.0  - - - - 
Ave.  0.9 1.58    1.54 1.86    67.5 2.37    72.6 2.24    155 2.23   



















































































































Fig. 4-9 Result DOL test for shear 
Fig. 4-6 Failure in DOL test of bending 
Fig. 4-7 Failure in DOL test of shear 







































































































 A: Versus Temperature B: Versus Humidity 
Fig. 4-10 Time to failure and test environment 




































 Length factor (in case of concentrated load) = .      ( = 770) (4-1) where:  
Kl Length effect factor in case of concentrated load 
L Shear zone length by concentrated load 




















































































Fig. 4-11 Time to failure and MC Fig. 4-12 MC-Humid hysteresis curve 























試験体の長さ（ ）に対する各試験体の長さ（  ）の比をX軸に取り、せん断強度とせん断区
間の長さの関係をFig. 4-14にプロットした。また、短期試験の各長さの強度およびその回帰線
もプロットした。基準長さ（770 mm）における50年後の推定せん断強度（fs50）は、DOL試験






























Average of short term
Length Effect of short term
DOL test data






















































変形を時間のべき乗関数で表すパワー則（式(4-3)）がある。式(4-2)は告示で採用されている。  = + ∙  = ⁄  (4-2)  where: 
Kt : Stiffness rate to initial stiffness "t" minute after loading  
δ0 :  Initial deflection of the beam 
δt :  Deflection of the beam at "t" minute after loading 
e ∶ Constant as intercept of regression line 
f ∶ Constant as slope of regression line  =  (4-3) where: 
δc : Creep deflection of the beam 
t : time (day) 
A , N : Constant value  
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Defect in the data
Fig. 4-15 Result of creep test; Time-Deflection curve, Moisture content, Temperature and humidity 
























Table 4-6 Result of Bending creep test 
Log t law : Equation (2)   Power law : Equation (3) 
Symbol δc1min e f K50y  δc10min A N Cr50y 
Cr_B01 10.52 0.018 -0.028 0.649   10.64 0.170 0.177 1.091  
Cr_B02 10.31 0.029 -0.027 0.679   10.44 0.192 0.108 1.053  
Cr_B03 10.31 0.029 -0.028 0.663   10.46 0.228 0.081 1.048  
Cr_B04 11.17 0.035 -0.026 0.692   11.10 0.185 0.095 1.042  
Cr_B05 11.59 0.054 -0.030 0.673   11.68 0.109 0.200 1.066  
Cr_B06 10.63 0.068 -0.032 0.677   10.75 0.103 0.198 1.067  
Cr_B07 10.78 0.026 -0.024 0.702   10.99 0.114 0.187 1.065  
Cr_B08 10.83 0.019 -0.026 0.665   11.00 0.129 0.182 1.069  
Cr_B09 10.49 0.031 -0.027 0.681   10.69 0.108 0.223 1.090  
Cr_B10 10.81 0.019 -0.026 0.667   10.97 0.104 0.223 1.085  
Average 10.74 0.033 -0.027 0.675   10.87 0.144 0.167  1.068  
δ50 ⁄ δi    1.48     2.07 
Legend)  δc1min : Creep deflection at 1 minute after loading 
δc10min : Creep deflection at 10 minute after loading 
K50y : Estimated stiffness rate to initial in 50 years 
Cp50y : Estimated relative creep rate in 50 years 
δ50 ⁄ δi : Estimated creep deflection rate in 50 years 
  
 A: Logarithmic time law B: Power law 
Fig. 4-16 Time deflection curve for bending and creep function 





































































Table 4-7 Result of shear creep test 
Log t law : Equation 1   Power law : Equation 2 
Symbol δ1min e f K50y  δc10min A N Cr50y 
Cr_S01 2.55 0.037 -0.029 0.671   2.57 0.089 0.339 1.959  
Cr_S02 2.53 0.051 -0.036 0.607   2.57 0.113 0.308 1.942  
Cr_S03 2.39 0.039 -0.022 0.748   2.42 0.046 0.358 1.630  
Cr_S04 2.35 0.063 -0.033 0.657   2.38 0.053 0.418 2.350  
Cr_S05 2.18 0.026 -0.029 0.646   2.22 0.139 0.229 1.591  
Cr_S06 2.30 0.018 -0.018 0.761   2.32 0.083 0.218 1.305  
Cr_S07 2.29 0.027 -0.023 0.723   2.30 0.126 0.132 1.200  
Cr_S08 2.28 0.071 -0.054 0.466   2.30 0.390 0.106 1.481  
Cr_S09 2.00 0.102 -0.051 0.531   2.02 0.159 0.252 1.936  
Cr_S10 2.07 0.096 -0.044 0.593   2.07 0.057 0.429 2.864  
Average 2.29 0.053 -0.034 0.640   2.32 0.126 0.279  1.826  

















 A: Logarithm time law B: Power law 



















































































































Table 4-8 Specification of small specimen for creep test 
Specificaiton 
type and spiecies 
DOL 
factor Creep factor
* Ambient temp 
humid source 
Web Flange shear bending shear 
DLP LVL (JL) 0.52 1.48 1.56 
without control 
 
PW (JL) FJ (TF) - 1.20~1.26 1.99 2) 
PW (JL) FJ (TF) 0.689 - 2.21 constant 3) 
OSB FJ (TF) 0.678 - 1.94 constant 3) 
Spiecies ; "JL" means Japanese larch, "TF" means Todo fir. 
Type "PW" means plywood, "FJ" means finger jointed sawn timber. 

































Fig. 4-18 Relation between creep function and stress level 














測定した。試験体諸元をTable 4-9に、加力の様子をFig. 4-19に示す。 
このデータから対数時間則で50年のクリープ係数を求めた。時間－クリープ変形の関係曲
線をFig. 4-20に、クリープ係数をTable 4-10に、比較をFig. 4-21に示す。 
 
Table 4-9 Result of creep test for small specimen 
Symbol Type Section (mm) Spiecies 
ST_00 Sawn Timber 9 × 55 J. ceadar 
OSB_00 OSB 10.5 × 55 Aspen 
PW_00 Plywood 5ply 12 × 55 J.larch and J.ceadar 
OSB_45 OSB 10.5 × 55 Aspen 
PW_45 Plywood 5ply 12 × 55 J.larch and J.ceadar 
Notes) "00" and "45" mean loading angle to surface grain. 























 Tensile creep test Compression creep test 
Fig. 4-19 Creep test setup 




































Table 4-10 Comparison to other material on long-term property 
  Type ST_00 OSB_00 PW_00 OSB_45 PW_45 
MoE (MPa) 8714  4965  5417  3656  2122  
Creep 
property 
Tensile Ct50y 1.13  1.26  1.27  1.30  1.63  Compression Cc50y 1.19  1.34  1.14  1.51  1.35  
Average 1.16  1.30  1.21  1.41  1.49  
Ratio 1.00  1.12  1.04  1.21  1.28  
Notes) All creep tests were conducted in constant temperature and humidity condition and kept loading for 30 minutes.  Ct50y : Tension creep property in 50 years Cc50y : Compression creep property in 50 years 
 Creep property were estimated value by Log time law. 




































































 Tensile creep Compression creep 






























































Table 4-11 Material property for design 
Symbol Fb (MPa) Fs (MPa) E (GPa) G (MPa) Ccp 
H283 21.5 3.9 
12 900 1.5 
H308 19.9 3.4 
Legend) Fb: Bending strength of material Fs: Shear strength of material 
E : MoE of flange G: Shear modulus 






Table 4-12 Allowable stress for design 
Long term Short term 





 _ = ∙  (4-4) where: 
δ_50y : Creep deflection of the beam 50 years after 
δ instant : The elastic initial deflection calculated based on Table 4-11. 
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5  斜め格子面材を用いたＩ形梁周辺技術の開発 
 












































Fig. 5-2 Typical I-Beam hanger4) 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 5-1 Beam end connection for post and beam structure 
(a) Conventional dovetail connection 1) (b) Metal beam hanger 2) 
Joist 
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Fig. 5-3 Proposed method for end joint of the I-beam 











形状をFig. 5-6に示す。板厚1.2 mmで爪長さ4.8 mmのもの（以降NP-1と呼ぶ）、厚0.8 mmで爪
長さ8.2 mmのもの（以降NP-2）を試作した。NP-1とNP-2はともに溶融亜鉛メッキ鋼板SGHC
で、プレス型抜きで爪状に突起を打ち出した。鋼板の辺に対して爪の角度を平行にしたもの









Table 5-2 Specifications of specimen for shear test 
Symbol DLP Nail plate 
Type Diagonal Lattice Panel Hot dip zinc-coated steel sheet 
Raw material Japanese cedar SGHC 
Grade and 
Standard 
Sawn timber sorted based on JAS of 
sawn timber structural grade 2 JIS G3302:2010 
Specification Adhesive: API  Zinc-coat: Z27 














Fig. 5-4 Element of DLP 

























Table 5-3 Combination for specimen 
Specimen Nail Plate  Nail angle (degree) 
Symbol n Plate Thickness Type Orientation  To loading Schema  To grain Schema 
NP1-A 6 
NP-1 1.2 mm 
Type R 
Horizontal   0 ｜↓  45 ｜／ 
NP1-B 6 Vertical  90 －↓  135 －／ 
NP1-C 6 
Type D 
Vertical  45 ／↓  0 ／／ 
NP1-D 6 Vertical*  -45 ＼↓  90 ＼／ 
NP2-A 6 
NP-2 0.8 mm 
Type R 
Horizontal  0 ｜↓  45 ｜／ 
NP2-B 6 Vertical  90 －↓  135 －／ 
NP2-C 6 
Type D 
Horizontal*  45 ／↓  0 ／／ 
NP2-D 6 Horizontal  -45 ＼↓  90 ＼／ 
Legend) Orientation : See Fig. 5-14  n : number of specimen 










 (a) Type R  (b) Type D 
Fig. 5-6 Geometry of nail plate (These are common to NP-1 and NP-2) 
 (a) NP-1 (b) NP-2 
Fig. 5-6 Shape of Nail (These are common to Type R and Type D) 











   
Fig. 5-7 Nail plate NP-1 Type-D Fig. 5-8 Pressing NP-1 by electric 
controlled universal testing machine 
Fig. 5-9 Pressing NP-2 Hydraulic 
universal testing machine 
   




































Fig. 5-13 Load Penetration curve at nail press 







































Fig. 5-15 Photo of the shear test 
Fig. 5-14 Loading arrangement for 3 point shear test 










Table 5-4 Result of Shear test 
Article NP-1  NP-2 
Symbol (unit) NP1-A NP1-B NP1-C NP1-D  NP2-A NP2-B NP2-C NP2-D 
 Schema ｜／ －／ ／／ ＼／  ｜／ －／ ／／ ＼／ 
Py 
(kN) 3.32 3.95 4.32 3.74  4.38 4.20 3.89 4.28 
CV 5.4% 7.6% 10.9% 14.2%  3.3% 9.9% 10.0% 7.2% 
2Pmax/3 
(kN) 3.69 4.52 4.93 4.00  4.98 5.01 4.53 4.79 
CV 4.4% 7.3% 9.8% 17.8%  4.8% 8.6% 10.0% 5.9% 
Ky 
(kN/mm) 3.14 4.46 5.13 3.86  3.82 3.87 3.40 4.86 
CV 18.35% 15.5% 23.5% 33.0%  9.4% 12.0% 18.2% 29.6% 
μ  4.45 3.46 3.96 2.91  4.88 2.87 4.83 3.66 
Legend) CV : Coefficient of variation 
 Py : Average of Yielding load in each series of shear tests  Pmax : Average of maximum load in each series of shear tests  2Pmax/3 : Two third of Pmax  Ky : Average stiffness at Py of in each series of shear tests  μ : Ductility factor  
 Schema : Nail angle to grain defined as Table 5-3 








































 (a) NP-1 (b) NP-2 
Fig. 5-16 Load Deformation curve in shear tests 





























    
(a) NP1-A (b) NP1-B (c) NP1-C (d) NP1-D 
Fig. 5-17 Photo of the specimen "NP-1" after loading 
    
    
(a) NP2-A (b) NP2-B (c) NP2-C (d) NP2-D 
Fig. 5-18 Photo of the specimen "NP-2" after loading 
 
  














Table 5-5 Unit capacity of the nail in shear 
Article NP-1  NP-2 
Symbol (unit) NP1-A NP1-B NP1-C NP1-D  NP2-A NP2-B NP2-C NP2-D 
Schema ｜／ －／ ／／ ＼／  ｜／ －／ ／／ ＼／ 
nn : Number of nails 27.3 24 26 26.7  22.3 28.2 23.3 24.3 
Py/nn (N) 144 138 166 140  196 149 167 176 
2Pmax/3nn (N) 165 154 190 150  223 178 194 197 
Legend) nn : Average of total number of nails of each specimen that was observed in each series  Schema : Nail angle to grain defined as Table 5 3 



































 (a) NP-1 (b) NP-2 






























大スパンは4.9 mとし、そのせん断力から接合部の長期せん断耐力の目標を5 kNと定めた。 
 
Table 5-6 Conditions to design I-beam as floor beam 
Article Condition Remarks 
Usage floor for Residence  
Beam spacing 910 mm  
Support Pin and roller  
Load 
Dead load 900 N/m2 Include ceiling and floor finish 
Live load 
1300 N/m2 For examination of stress    #1 
1300 N/m2 For examination of deflection #2 
600 N/m2 *1 For examination of deflection #3 
Creep property 
1.5*2 For examination of deflection #2 
2.0*1 For examination of deflection #3 
Case #1 : Allowable stress design using equation 3-3, 3-4 
Case #2, Case #3 : Deflection was calculated using equation 3-7 
*1 : "600 N/m2 " and  "2.0 " is defined in the Announcement No. 1458 of Ministry of Construction 
*2 : Creep property "1.5 " was defined referring section 4-4-3 
 
Table 5-7 Design value of dimension and strength of the I-beam 
Type H283 
Size (mm) Height × Width × web× flange 283 × 105 × 45× 45 
Design strength (MPa) 
Bending : Fb 22.0 
Shear : Fs 4.8 
Allowable stress for long term (MPa) 
Bending : fb Fb/3 
Shear : fs Fb/3 
Modulus of Stiffness (MPa) 
Bending : E 12,000 
Shear : G 920 
Area (cm2) A 126.0 
Modulus of section (cm3) Ze 936 
Second moment of area of section (cm4) Ie 13,275 
Shear coefficient κ 2.90 
Legend) : A : Actual area include spacing 
Ze, Ie : These values are obtained as equivalent homogeneous section using standard value of MoE as 12GPa. 
 
Table 5-8 Result of the examination 
Case object condition Maximum span l (mm) Shear force (N) 
#1 bending stress σb/fb ≤ 1.0 5,238 5,243 
#1 shear stress σs/fs ≤ 1.0 5,930 5,936 
#2 deflection δ ≤ 20 (mm) 5,167 5,172 
#2 deflection δ ≤ l/300 4,893 4,898 
#3 deflection δ ≤ l/250 5,300 3,617 











Table 5-9 Number of nail in need for End beam connection 
Target capacity Nail Type Schema Nail strength Number of nail in need 
15kN 
A ｜／ 196 N/nail 77 




























Fig. 5-20 Cut pattern by variation of cutting position  
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Table 5-10 Comparison of Number of nails by end pattern 
  End P End Q End R End S 
TYPE A 
Effective mails 120 130 120 130 
Fore side     
Back side     
TYPE C 
Effective mails 128 126 128 126 
Fore side     























































Fig. 5-21 Installation view of shear test 
Type S : Simple plate 
Type U : U-shape and Nailing 
Type R : Rib on three sides 
Fig. 5-22 Variation of trial nail-plate 





















Table 5-11 Specimen 
Symbol Plate Type Nail Type Type of I-beam n 
SA 
S : Simple plate 
A ｜／ (a) 6 
SC C ／／ (a) 6 
UA 
U : U-shape and Nailing 
A ｜／ (b) 6 
UC C ／／ (b) 6 
RC R : Rib on three sides C ／／ (b) 6 
 
  
 (a) (b) 
Fig. 5-23 Geometry of I-beam in the shear test 




































Table 5-12  Shear capacity of beam end connection of the test result 
Symbol Nail Type Ky (kN/mm) Py (kN)  2Pmax/3 (kN) Ql (kN) Judge 
against 
target    average average CV TL  average CV TL Ql =1.1Pa/2 
SA A ｜／ 16.4 12.6 12.2% 9.0  14.2 5.3% 12.4 4.95 NG 
SC C ／／ 22.9 12.4 8.5% 10.0  13.7 6.2% 11.7 5.48 Good 
UA A ｜／ 45.4 11.9 8.2% 9.6  14.0 4.4% 12.6 5.28 Good 
UC C ／／ 47.0 12.3 5.1% 10.9  15.1 4.6% 13.5 6.00 Good 
RC C ／／ 30.9 10.7 14.8% 7.0  12.5 7.1% 10.5 3.85 NG 
Legend) Ql : Shear capacity for long term loading Pa : The minimum TL value of "Py " and "2Pmax/3" 
 1.1/2 means ratio of long term value to short term value on allowable stress. 
Fig. 5-24 Load Deformation curve 



















































































































































Fig. 5-25 Failure of each type in shear test 
 (a) Test set up (b) SA 
 (c) SC (d) UA 
 (c) UC (d) RC 











は UC 型と SC 型の中間ぐらいで、単純な板状である SC 型より剛性が高いことからリブ
を設けたことに一定の効果があったと考える。なお最大荷重以降の荷重は、RC 型は SC

















































Fig. 5-26 Comparison by type 
All curves were computed as average of each series 
 UA UC 
Fig. 5-27 Typical failure of SA and SC 
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ハ） 各試験の爪 1 個あたりの平均耐力を算定し、Table 5-13 に示す。要素試験と比べると Py 





Table 5-13 Comparison of unit capacity of nail by type 
Symbol 
Number of Nail Py 2Pmax/3 
nn Py/nn rate 2Pmax/3nn rate 
SA 120 100 0.51 140 0.63 
SC 128 72 0.43 163 0.84 
UA 120 98 0.50 138 0.62 
UC 128 92 0.55 159 0.82 
RC 128 71 0.42 168 0.87 
Legend) nn : Average of total number of nails of each specimen that was observed in each series. 
  See Table 5-10 in case of End P. 














































Fig. 5-28 Proposed beam end joint of final design 












































Fig. 5-29 Case example of a design guide for opening 6) 










































Fig. 5-30 Pipes and tubes passing through beam in residential building 

























覧をTable 5-14に、試験体の姿図をFig. 5-32に示す。 
載荷点と片方の支点のほぼ中央に、格子孔を拡大する要領で円形の開口を設けた。開口の








Table 5-14 Test list for I-beam with hole opening 
Symbol Section* DLP** Opening Diameter of hole Span Number of specimen 
CTRL 9×31 151 without opening - 1500 mm 6 
O-100 9×31 151 with 2 round holes 100 mm 1500 mm 3 
O-125 9×10 155.6 with 1 round hole 125 mm 1556 mm 1 
* Section : Residual lamina section lost by opening  
** DLP : 151 is prototype of I-beam using DLP of shear wall. Lattice interval is 151 mm at longitudinal direction of beam. 




Fig. 5-31 Geometry and installation view of shear test 
Load 
Load cell 
Linear transformer strain guage 
(center of span,both side of the beam) 





   Reaction Machine base    
   
        
                 
           






































































Fig. 5-33 Load deformation curve 
Fig. 5-32 Specimen for shear test  
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Table 5-15 Result of shear test for opening 
Symbol Qmax (kN)    GA/κ (kN)   
 Each specimen Average Ratio  Each specimen Average Ratio 
CTRL_1 21.28    5,005   
CTRL_2 18.83    4,147   
CTRL_3 20.79    3,953   
CTRL_4 21.01    4,888   
CTRL_5 20.69    4,645   
CTRL_6 21.08 20.6 1.00  4,266 4,484 1.00 
O-100_1 17.59    4,557   
O-100_2 16.69    4,445   
O-100_3 15.49 16.6 0.80  3,949 4,317 0.96 





















 (c) O100_3 (d) O-125_1 
Fig. 5-34 Failure of around hole 
 (a) O-100_1 (b) O-100_2 


























_ = √2 ∙ ∙∙  (2-5) where : 
fs_cal ∶ Calculated shear strength of DLP (N/mm2) 
ft ∶ Tensile strength of lamina (N/mm2) 
AL ∶ Cross sectional area of lamina (mm2) 
L ∶ Length of element (mm) 
t ∶ Thickness of element (mm) 
 
  





























Residual ratio of lamina lost by opening
y = 0.490x + 0.525
R2 = 0.928 
























_ = 1 − 2  <  (5-1) where : 
Rs_o ∶ Reduction factor for shear capacity by opening 
Wdef ∶ Width of defect by opening (Maximum value in lamina defects) 
WL ∶ Width of lamina 
 
  




























Residual ratio of lamina lost by opening
y = 0.957x + 0.052
R2 = 0.946 
Fig. 5-37 Symbols 












































 (c) Type NP-100 (d) Type NP-125 
Fig. 5-38 Various type of reinforcement 
 (a) Type PW-100  (b) Shape of the nail 
 (a) PW-100 (b) NP-100 (c) NP-125 
Fig. 5-39 Completion of hole reinforcement 































Table 5-16 Test list for I-beam with hole reinforcement 
Symbol DLP* Opening Diameter of hole Span Number of specimen 
RO-100_PW 151 with 2 Round holes 100 mm 1500 mm 1 
RO-100_NP 151 with 1 round hole 100 mm 1500 mm 4 
NP-125_NP 155.6 with 1 round hole 125 mm 1556 mm 6 
* DLP : 151 is Prototype of I-beam using DLP of shear wall. Lattice interval is 151 mm at longitudinal direction of beam. 







































































 (a) RO-100_PW and RO-100_NP (b) RO-125_NP 
Fig. 5-40 Load deformation curve of test results 



















































































 (a) Diameter of 100 mm (b) Diameter of 125 mm 
Fig. 5-42 Mean load deformation curve each test series 
 (a) RO-100_PW (b) RO-100_NP (c) RO-125_NP 
Fig. 5-41 Rupture of each specimen 










Table 5-17 Test result of I-beam with hole reinforcement 
Specimen Qmax (kN)  GA/κ (kN) 




RO-100_PW 19.6 - - 0.95  3844 - - 0.87 
RO-100_NP 19.7 2.2 11.3% 0.95  3750 295 8.0% 0.85 
CTRL 20.6 0.9 4.4% 1.00  4415 353 8.0% 1.00 




RO-125_NP 17.2 1.3 7.6% 0.84  3630 185 5.0% 0.91 
S-283 20.4 1.3 6.5% 1.00  4006 333 8.3% 1.00 
O-125 12.2 - - 0.60  3557 - - 0.89 





























































Fig. 5-43 Comparison of I-beam with hole reinforcement 


















































試験体形状を Fig. 5-44に、ウェブジョイントの仕様諸元をTable 5-18 に、1TG、2TG、MFJ


































Table 5-18 Specification of web joint 
Symbol Type of joint Lap length (mm) Adhesive 
Area of bonding 
(mm2) 
Section loss rate 
of the web 
BJN But joint without adhesive 0 - - 100% 
BJB But joint with adhesive 0 Resorcinol 1,796 0% 
NPC Nail plate 0 - - 100% 
1TG 1 row of T&G 15.0 Resorcinol 2,993 55.6% 
2TG 2 row of T&G 15.0 Resorcinol 5,987 33.3% 
MFJ Micro finger joint 6.3 Resorcinol 11,974 8.3% 
Note) 1TG and 2TG were processed by hand using table saw. 



















 (a) Geometry of specimen (b) 1TG, 2TG, MFJ (c) NPC 
 Fig. 5-44 Specimen of joint shear test 
Fig. 5-45 Shape of web joint section 
(C)  MFJ 
(B)  2TG 
(A)  1TG 
























Table 5-19 Specification of the nail plate 
Symbol NPC 
Type Hot dip zinc-coated steel sheet 
Raw material SGHC 
Grade and Standard JIS G3302:2010 
Specification Zinc-coat: Z27 






















Fig. 5-46 Shape of nail plate NPC 
Fig. 5-47 Geometry and installation view of shear test 




























































Fig. 5-48 CTRL (Control) Load - Deformation curve 
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BJNは、20 kN付近まで直線的に荷重上昇し、その後剛性低下しながら25 kNから30 kN程度
まで荷重が上昇し、6 mmから7 mm付近で最大荷重となり、荷重低下する。ウェブのフランジ
との接合部で、ウェブラミナの積層面の接着が剥がれ、ウェブラミナの板目面に貫通割裂が





















(a) BJN (b) BJB 




 A : BJN (But joint without bonding) B : BJB (But joint with bonding) 
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(a) 1TG (b) 2TG 













































 A : 1TG (One row of tongue and groove) B : 2TG (Two rows of tongue and groove)  
Fig. 5-52 Load - Deformation curve 





























(a) NPC (b) MFJ 









 A : NPC (Nail plate connector)  B : MFJ (Micro finger joint) 






















































Table 5-20 Test Result for joint shear test 
  Shear capacity Qmax(kN)  Shear stiffness GA/κ (kN) 
 n Qmax s.d. CV K TL Ratio  GA/κ s.d. CV 
CTRL 9 20.48 1.45 7.1% 2.142 17.4 1.00  4,341 367 8.5% 
BJN 4 14.35 1.03 7.2% 2.681 11.6 0.67  3,245 290 8.9% 
BJB 4 16.31 1.00 6.2% 2.681 13.6 0.78  4,040 164 4.1% 
NPC 15 19.68 0.99 5.0% 1.991 17.7 1.02  3,919 243 6.2% 
1TG 14 15.22 0.67 4.4% 2.048 13.9 0.80  4,089 347 8.5% 
2TG 15 18.99 1.52 8.0% 1.991 16.0 0.92  4,152 258 6.2% 
MFJ 15 20.61 1.35 6.6% 1.991 17.9 1.03  4,032 213 5.3% 
Legend) n : muber of specimen Qmax : Average of maximum shear force 
 G : In plain shear modulus A : Cross section area 
 κ : Shear coefficient s.d. : Standard deviation 
 CV : Coefficient variation K : Factor for determinating TL 























































Max : Maximum value of each group
Ave :  Average value of each group


































Max : Maximum value of each group
Ave :  Average value of each group
Min : Minimum value of each group
Fig. 5-56 Comparison of each group 
 (A)  Shear capacity (B)  Shear stiffness 
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